Friday 21 September 2007

Bulletin 544 - 09/07 - Communication in the container trade Worldwide
The MAIB concluded in its analysis into a recent incident, where a container stack collapsed on a
containership, that there are shortcomings in the flow of information relating to container stowage
between the shippers, planners, the loading terminal and the ship.
The MAIB also considers that the presence in the transport chain of containers that have an allowable
stacking weight below the ISO standard should be highlighted by appropriate marking and coding.
While the industry recognises that the master must approve the final loading plan, in practice the pace of
modern container operations is such that it is very difficult for ship’s staff to maintain control of the loading
plan.
The safety issues identified in this investigation report, and other published reports, identify a compelling
need for a Code of Practice for the container shipping industry.

Image: the container discharged from the bottom of a collapsed stack
The MAIB has therefore recommended the International Chamber of Shipping (ICS):
To work with industry to develop, then promote adherence to, a best practice safety code to ensure that:
• Effective communications and procedures exist between all parties involved in the planning and
delivery of containers to ensure ship's staff have the resources and the opportunity to safely oversee
the loading and securing of cargo
• Cargo securing manuals are comprehensive and in a format which provides ready and easy access
to all relevant cargo loading and securing information
• Loading computer programmes incorporate the full requirements of a ship’s cargo securing manual.
Such computers should be properly approved to ensure that officers can place full reliance on the
information provided
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• The availability or otherwise of a reliable, approved, loading computer programme is a factor to be
included in determining an appropriate level of manning for ships on intensive schedules
• The resultant increase in acceleration forces and consequent reduction in allowable stack weights
when a ship’s GM is increased above the value quoted in the cargo securing manual is clearly
understood by ships’ officers. The consequential effect on container stack weight, height and
lashing arrangement for changes in the ship's GM should be readily available and clearly displayed
to ships' staff
• Those involved in container operations are aware that containers with allowable stack weights
below the ISO standard are in regular use and must be clearly identified at both the planning and
loading stages to avoid the possibility of such containers being crushed
• With respect to cargo planning operations:
• cargo planners have appropriate marine experience or undergo training to ensure ship
safety considerations are fully recognised
• cargo planning software provided is able to recognise and alert planners to the
consequences of variable data e.g. GM, non standard container specifications
• lessons learned from problems identified during container planning operations are
formally reviewed and appropriate corrective measures put in place
• ships' staff are provided with sufficient time to verify/approve proposed cargo plans.
The MAIB has also recommended the ship management company:
• To ensure that when officers are promoted into senior ranks they receive sufficient familiarisation
so as to be fully conversant with the contents of the ship’s cargo securing manual before taking
responsibility for loading and securing cargo.
• To ensure that given a ship’s schedule, the manpower allocated to the ship is sufficient to ensure
that the requirements of the company’s safety management system can be fully met.
The MAIB has also recommended the ship charterer:
• To revise its current operating procedures to ensure lessons learned from problems identified during
container planning operations are formally reviewed and, when appropriate, corrective measures
put in place.

Source of information: Marine Accident Investigation Branch (MAIB)
A branch of the Department for Transport (UK)
www.maib.gov.uk
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